Abstract-The main principles of photon quantum mechanics describing its one-particle states with the help of the wave function in coordinate representations are given. This wave function (packet) is the superposition of the basic bivectors that are generalized eigenfunctions of energy, momentum, and helicity operators. The quantum-mechanical approach is offered for an explanation of the interference Young's experiment. This explanation is especially important for new interpretation of the non-laser method of obtaining the interference by the amplitude division, as in this case it is traditionally assumed that the radiation of one light train of a single atom interferes with itself. In our explanation, not both "halves" of some real train ("scrap") of the electromagnetic wave interfere with each other, but the both terms of the photon's wave function do this. Nevertheless, the wave function is not directly measured by experience, and therefore it does not exist as a physical object. The attraction of the wave function to the explanation of single-photon interference obtained "by the division of the wave front" is obviously also necessary. Therefore, the situation for the photons emitted by individual atoms (and also, obviously, by laser), is absolutely similar to the situation with the particles having mass, whose distribution in space is described by wave function in coordinate representation. It is pointed out that in fact the photon is not some "formed" quantum particle, but it is a quasi-particle arising when a certain spin wave propagates in a physical vacuum at Planck distances.
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, it is customary to assume that the wave-particle properties of particles having mass are described by a wave function in a coordinate representation satisfying, for example, the Schrödinger or Dirac equation. In relation to wave phenomena of light, such as its interference in Young's experiment, the wave approach of classical electrodynamics is still applied. In [1] , on the basis of the illustration of results of modeling in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] of propagation in space-time of the photon wave packet corresponding to short-pulse laser radiation, a general idea was suggested for explaining of emergence of the interference with single photons in Young's double-slit experiment, using the photon wave function in coordinate representation. The purpose of this article is to take the next step in this direction. Namely, by choosing a certain form of complex polarization vectors and modeling the momentum distribution in the single-particle state of the photon, so that its wave function in the coordinate representation described the spherical diverging wave emanating from one (almost point) hole, we will further show that in the corresponding geometry, usually used in classical electrodynamics to explain Young's experiment, the results are exactly the same as in classical electrodynamics. Concretely, interference is determined by the usual phase difference of two spherical waves emitted by two (almost point) holes of this experiment. Thus, it can be concluded that the incorrect explanation of Young's experiment by classical electrodynamics (based on the interference of different "halves" of the same train of an electromagnetic wave emitted from each atom), nevertheless, gives exactly the same result as its correct explanation with the help of the photon wave function in the coordinate representation. However, from our point of view, it is also necessary to clarify what is understood by the photon itself. In the elementary particle physics (including, in the so-called standard model), the photon is considered as one of the fundamental point particles. In our opinion, the photon is not a particle but it is the quasiparticle, because its propagation in space is a consequence of the propagation of some excited quantum state of the physical vacuum. The excitation of a certain spin wave in the vacuum, similar to a magnon in a solid, is the most probable. However, the nature of the corresponding excitation can turn out to be quite more complicated; for example, the existence of vector dominance in the strong interaction of photons with hadrons indicates this.
II. PHOTON WAVE FUNCTION IN COORDINATE REPRESENTATION
For a long time after the publication [7] it is customary to assume (See [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] for more details) that the photon wave function in coordinate space cannot be constructed although in momentum representation it is widely used, in particular in quantum electrodynamics. The reason for this is the zero rest mass photon, as it's well-known. Nevertheless, for the photon it is also possible to construct the wave function in the coordinate representation ("a wave packet"), if it is intended not to specify the photon localization probability, for example in the spirit of electron in atom, but to indicate the probability density of its detection in any space point, and at any time moment, in particular to identify the probability of its hit into "quite" dot detector (whose dimensions are much smaller than the area where the photon can be detected in principle). However, in the mid 90-ies of the last century, the works [15] [16] [17] [18] have begun to appear in which at interpretation of photon wave function the accent has been moved from the density of probability of photon localization to the density of probability of its detection in a some given spatial point, although the term "localization" sometimes continued to be used. New ideas at first were spreading with high inertness, since all optical phenomena had been well explained within classical or quantum electrodynamics. To overcoming of this inertness, even applied "metaphysical language" (see [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , etc.) didn't facilitate, with the use of the term "photon wave function", because the normalization on unit probability was not offered in case of the coordinate representation of this function. One of the fullest reviews differentiating both terminology, and sphere of applying of the photon wave function, is the review [25] , written at a boundary of real designing and gradual introduction into the science of the photon wave function in coordinate representation. In it, as if summing up of all the research in the field of the optical phenomena, it was claimed that single-photon states can't almost be realized, and the photon in "metaphysical" language was represented as the certain object which has a little sense and is not amenable to experimental observation. The situation began to change with the emergence of the necessity for new experiments in purely methodological field of quantum mechanics (for example, when checking the Bell inequalities and quantum non-locality), and the practical applications of quantum optics (quantum cryptography, quantum teleportation, quantum computing). These experiments have led to the development of sources (see [26] [27] [28] [29] ) and detectors ( [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] ) of single photons.
Evidently, the photons are perceived in these experiments as carriers of elementary information units. Hence, the need for constructing the wave function of a photon in the coordinate representation becomes again urgent. In [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] and others the single-partial wave function of the photon got further development in theoretical substantiation.
In [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] for its evident illustration the modeling of free propagation in space of the wave packet describing the singlephoton state corresponding to laser radiation of duration 80 fs with the central wavelength of 10 microns, with Gaussian distribution on the momentum (of photon) presented in this packet, is carried out. As a result of modeling, the character of an expansion of a wave packet is established: its spatial form from an initial "spherical" shape evolves into a certain "coneshaped", reminding a picture of Cerenkov radiation, since the peripheral parts of probability density of a packet lag behind the central part moving with speed of light c in vacuum.
The description of the propagation of this wave packet completely obeys to quantum mechanics, and this packet in pure form represents the wave function of the photon in coordinate representation. Accordingly, the concept of group speed which is used in classical electrodynamics is initially not applicable to it. However, according to the quantummechanical principles, for this packet it is possible to calculate the average coordinate (radius vector) of detection of the photon at any given time, and hence the average velocity of the movement in space of this wave packet. It has turned out that the average velocity of this wave packet is considerably smaller than the speed of light c. This velocity is determined in fact by only one parameter, characterizing the momentum distribution of the photon in this state.
In [46, 47] a good agreement is found for the reduction of the center velocity of the wave packet simulated in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] using the Gaussian momentum distribution within the framework of the constructed quantum mechanics of the photon (see [6, 18, 38, 43] ), with result of recent experiment [48] , in which a "reduction" of the group velocity of light was established in Gaussian and Bessel beams, described by classical electrodynamics, but applied to individual photons. The explanation of this "reduction of the speed of light", given in [46, 47] within the framework of quantum mechanics of the photon, as a whole does not contradict the common ideas expressed in [49] [50] , etc., based on general concepts of classical electrodynamics and quantum mechanics.
According to [6, 38, 43 ] the photon wave function in coordinate representation has the following form:
where the top sign of all indexes corresponds to positive energy of photon, and the lower sign answers to negative energy, hypothetically possible; coefficients ) , (  k b are basically arbitrary, but if the photon state initially set by means of the electric (E) and magnetic (H ) fields intensities (in Gaussian System), ) , (  k b are expressed through them, as well as they satisfy to the normalization condition for the wave packet (1):
Here photon detection probability density in coordinate and momentum space (more precisely in the wave vector  / p k  space, where p is photon momentum), respectively is equal to
 
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moreover, in accordance with (1) the photon wave function in momentum representation is equal to
Therefore photon detection probability density in the momentum space actually doesn't depend on time and it is
takes two possible values of the photon helicity.
Equation (7) follows from (4) - (6), taking into account the properties of orthonormality of the complex polarization vectors
In addition, with n = k / k the following relations take place:
where ŝ is the operator of the photon spin in vector representation: 
is the Hamiltonian operator of free photon (having spin 1  s ) in bivector representation, in which its spin vector operator is equal to
is particle momentum operator; the matrix bv  in bivector representation has form
Equation (16) is similar to the equation, which is satisfied
, with which it is also possible to describe [13] the photon state in the coordinate representation.
Here the physical quantities  and  (in matrix form) are
but they are independent quantities from each other [13] . The bivector bv  satisfies to the equation of type (16):
which is the consequence [6, 38, 43] of the Maxwell equations written in the Majorana form [51, 13]
Four independent solutions of (21) which are automatically satisfying to (22) , and also being eigenfunctions of the helicity operator
(in bivector representation) and the generalized eigenfunctions of the momentum operator, are the following [6, 38, 43] :
1) Corresponding to states of a photon with positive energy
(wich are consistent with the special theory of relativity [52] ) the orthonormal bivectors, answering to a helicity 1 
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2) Corresponding to states of a photon with negative energy c p c
(which are theoretically possible) the orthonormal bivectors, answering to the helicity 1 
Therefore bivectors (24) - (27) satisfy to the orthonormality relations
In addition, bivectors corresponding to the states with the opposite energy sign are orthogonal to each other regardless of the values k and  :
The relations (28) -(30) make it possible to decompose any vectors and bivectors in the corresponding bases: (35) it is visible that if the free electromagnetic field is initially set by means of the some classically interpreted field intensities E and H, the single-photon state corresponding to this field can't be generally specified in terms of quantities  and  , as the unobserved negative energy make a contribution in decompositions (32) - (35 The bivector (36) -(37) also plays an important role in the description of the single-photon state.
We can denote the intensities, giving the contributions to the integrals (32) - (35) according to the following relations:

Then from (36), (38) important connections follow:
Together with (43) - (44) associating with the decompositions (33), (35) , the relations (40), (41) give [6, 38, 43] the superposition principle for the intensities E and H:
Using specified bivectors, it is possible to write the spatial density distribution of photon energy in the state (37): 
This energy density is to be distinguished from the "classical" energy density, which, obviously, has the form
From the practical point of view, the construction of the bivector (36) -(37) isn't so much important in itself, how the finding of the coefficients ) , (  k B is important in the case, when the single-photon state is defined to be corresponding to the state of the electromagnetic field, initially given by means of the classical intensities E and H. Further, composing, for
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example, the vector
and using the orthonormality relations (28), (30) , it is possible to calculate the coefficients 
The introduction of these coefficients most fully implements the principle of correspondence. Indeed, according to (7), (24) - (27), (34), (37), (47), based on the classical electrodynamics, the total photon energy can be written as
yields just the same result.
On the other hand, the same result is obtained if we use the purely quantum-mechanical formula of calculating of the energy mean value in the state (1) and the Hamilton operator (17) (and also the equation (16), and relations (30)):
what coincides with (52) for positive energy.
To conclude this paragraph we mention that from (16) the continuity equation follows [6, 38, 43] for density of probability ) , (
and of stream density ) , ( ) ( t P r  j of probability to find the photon in the vicinity of the point r in a time point t:
Although for arbitrary coefficients ) , (  k b the (55) doesn't possess of relativistic invariance property, nevertheless it can be shown that this equation is relativistic invariant [38, 43] for the case of plane monochromatic waves.
III. MODELING OF SHORT-PULS LASER RADIATION
On the basis of the above stated general method of construction of wave function of a free photon in coordinate representation in [1-6, 46, 47] the most important wave packet in scientific and methodical aspects with Gaussian momentum distribution is considered, namely with the coefficients
,  characterize the average values and the dispersions of the corresponding physical quantities in the state of a photon (1) and satisfy the normalization condition (2).
Parameterization (58) answers to the state of a photon with zero average helicity as the 1    are presented in (58) with equal probability. All characteristics can be broken into two categories: momentum-energy and space-time. According to quantum mechanics, values of these categories characteristics answer to the corresponding uncertainty relations. New here, compared to the particles with mass, is the fact that the values of characteristics of the second category essentially can depend on "choice" of vectors ) (k e  .
Requirements (8) - (13) are satisfied, e.g., for the following polarization vectors [1, 3-6, 46, 47] :
where the Cartesian components of the corresponding vectors in the configuration space are specified, expressed in terms of the spherical coordinates of vector k in momentum space.
Applying (1), (58) and quantum-mechanical formula of calculation of average value of physical quantity F, the operator of which is equal F , namely
are defined by corresponding terms
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of the formula (1), we find in state (1) the average values of momentum projections and the energy of photon, respectively with positive and negative spectrum of its energy :
Then uncertainties of the photon momentum projections in state (1) are reduced to formulas
and according to (6) the simplest, namely Gaussian, form of the momentum distribution in the state (1) is obtained
The average values of the coordinates of the detection point of the photon in state (1) get the following -6, 46, 47] the analysis is carried out of the evolution of the considered wave packet by calculation of an electric intensity taking into account (1), (42) , (51), (59) -(62). Practically, not equal to zero in this case is only the projection of electric field intensity x E which characterizes, definitely, a space probability density. For the wave packet corresponding to the duration fs 80  rad  of the laser radiation with the central wavelength of 10 microns and with the parameter 00169 . 0   calculated by means of the uncertainty relation for energy and time    rad E (see, for example [53] ), the numerical analysis shows that this wave packet is quickly extended out in all directions symmetrically to the z axis, and so that its periphery significantly lags behind the central part moving almost with speed c according to (69). Thus, there is a transformation of an initial "spherical" form of the wave packet into the some "conical" shape, reminding the VavilovCherenkov radiation.
IV. THE MAIN FORMULA OF WAVE-PARTICLE DUALITY AND NATURE OF PHOTON
In our view, the created photon quantum mechanics essentially removes the wave-particle duality problem. Its main formula is expressed as follows [1, 4-6, 43, 46, 47, 53 ]:
1. At interaction the photons and particles behave as a corpuscles, transferring and transmitting to other particles the certain quantity as dynamic characteristics (momentum, energy, angular momentum), and "internal" (mass, electric charge, spin, etc.). Particularly, the transfer takes place at hit of a photon or particle in quite dot detector (or a point on the screen) with coordinate r at time point t . The fact of hit of "all particle entirely" in the dot detector is characteristic for a corpuscle, but not for some real wave.
2. However photons and microparticles propagate in space by "wave rules", that is their distribution in space is described by the wave function. In particular, density of probability of detection in space of the nonrelativistic particle with a nonzero mass is postulated by a formula
, and a photon by (3) . This probability density also causes the hit of a photon and particle in the dot detector. A characteristic interferential picture on the screen corresponds to distribution of ) , ( t r  along the screen.
Nevertheless, electromagnetic radiation even in the case of waves small lengths and obviously expressed "corpuscular properties", is impossible to consider as a stream of the certain "created", "dot" particles, similar to the massive particles. In our view, the photon is a quasi-particle, and light is a result of the propagation of a spin wave in physical vacuum, the structure and nature of which have to be considered at the Planck distance [6, 43, 54] . This question is closely related to the structure of the leptons and other fundamental particles on the same distances. According to [55] [56] [57] 
the center of an electron is extreme maximon, that is the quantum nonsingular object creating round itself an extreme Kerr-Newman metric.
It has spin s = 1 / 2 and approximately Planck mass, charge and radius. For most observed phenomena involving photons it is possible to give the following interpretation of their propagation in vacuum. In the photon propagation the middleordered (in time and space) alternate spins flip occurs (during the Planck time P T for each flip, see Fig.1a ) of virtual vacuum extreme maximons (or, the same, friedmons, planckeons), which creates the effect of the spin wave, and in "macroscopic scale" produce manifestation the corpuscular-wave properties of photons. However due to the vector dominance also exhibited by the photons, their propagation in vacuum can be associated also with other, more complex virtual processes.
V. THE YOUNG'S INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENT
It is known that when problem of wave-particle duality is discussed, then for example in experiment such as the Young's experiment, to explain the wave properties of particles having mass, the wave function in the coordinate representation is attracted. The similar picture of diffraction and interference observed with the light is explained, appealing to the classical electrodynamics based on Maxwell's equations. So, in the case of Young's experiment the explanation of the interference result is reduced to establishment of the phases difference of two monochromatic waves emitted by the slits 1 and 2 (see Fig. 1b ), entering the observation point P on second screen. In [1] the idea was introduced that similar phase
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is available in each term of the photon wave function (1) . If the radiation is more or less monochromatic, then in the expression for the probability density (3), obviously, arises the member proportional to the cosine of the phases difference ) (
waves (emitted by the slits 1 and 2). This also provides an explanation for the occurrence of interference fringes, similarly to the explanation of classical electrodynamics.
Let us consider this idea in more detail. We now set, instead of (58), the coefficients )
which corresponds to the propagation of a spherical wave describing the photon state with an average zero momentum vector and the average modulus equal 0 k  . Although (71) does not satisfy the normalization (2) at account (7), the choice of (71) realizes the delta-shaped function for allowing to clearly select a monochromatic wave in the decomposition (1) on plane waves and, in addition, to obtain a rather simple analytical expression for the photon wave function.
Let's decompose the 
Substituting the polarization vectors (59) -(62), and also (72), in (1) and using the orthonormality of the spherical
, we obtain 
Multiplying (75) by the necessary factor, independent of the coordinates and time, we can restore the correct dimension of the photon wave function, which is disturbed by the parameterization (71). Taking into account it, let us write down the wave function of a photon passing "through both holes" at the first screen in Young's experiment, as the sum of two terms, each of which has the form (75):  are set equal to zero, and 1 r и 2 r are the distances from the holes to the interference observation point P on the second screen (apart from the first screen at a distance ).
Having written down the probability density of detection of a photon according to (3) , it is easy to verify that the interference result is determined by the interference term, which after transformations is reduced to the form 
In the geometry of the Young's double-slit experiment, which is usually considered in classical electrodynamics, it is assumed that  2 2 Thus, introducing in consideration the photon wave function in the coordinate representation, we have the opportunity to explain the wave phenomena on a uniform basis for all quantum particles. This especially becomes relevant when an experiment involving photons emitted obviously alone (for the first time single photons have been reliably fixed in [58] ).
VI. CONCLUSION
The results of our modeling of photon wave packet propagation allow to illustrate the possibility of a singlephoton approach to the description of electromagnetic phenomena. In particular, it appears that those aspects of interference and diffraction such as the interference pattern of Young's double-slit experiment, which were described in the language of classical electrodynamics, obviously can be described in the language of quantum mechanics without the involvement of the apparatus of second quantization of the electromagnetic field. This significantly expands the scope of "ordinary" quantum mechanics and considerably reduces the problem of wave-particle duality in the present level of our knowledge. However, in our view, the photon is a quasiparticle actually, and light is a result of the propagation of a spin-flip wave in physical vacuum, the structure and nature of which have to be considered at the Planck distance. Perhaps, this circumstance will allow to look from the new point of view at the such problems as the quantum entanglement of particles and their nonlocality of the interactions.
